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Ten Reasons to Abolish the Export-Import Bank 
Eighty Years Is Enough 
 

By Ryan Young* 

 
Reauthorization votes are typically dull affairs. But this year’s fight over the Export-

Import Bank’s reauthorization is anything but. This year, the bank celebrates its 80th 
anniversary, but it might not celebrate its 81st. Unlike most other agencies, the 
Export-Import Bank, also known as the Ex-Im Bank, will cease to exist unless 

Congress specifically votes to reauthorize it. Each reauthorization bill contains a date 
by which the next reauthorization must take place, typically within four or five years. 

The most recent reauthorization, in 2012, granted the Bank until September 30, 2014 
before another reauthorization vote. 

 
But in 2012, for the first time in many years, there was a political fight. The 
opposition took both parties’ leadership by surprise. They did not succeed in 

stopping reauthorization, which passed 330-93 in the House and 78-20 in the Senate. 
Even so, the votes were the closest in many years. Libertarians, as well as 

conservatives with free-market leanings and progressives of a more populist bent, 
have long opposed the Export-Import Bank on corporate welfare grounds. 

 
This year’s Ex-Im Bank reauthorization is gearing up to be an even bigger fight. 
House Speaker John Boehner and House Minority Leader Nancy Pelosi have both 

been vocal in their support for the Bank. So have Ex-Im Bank’s largest beneficiaries 
and business interests like the U.S. Chamber of Commerce and National 

Manufacturers’ Association. Against the Bank stand upstart politicians from both 
parties, including Rep. Justin Amash (R-Mich.) and Sens. Mike Lee (R-UT), 

Elizabeth Warren (D-Mass.), and Bernie Sanders (I-Vt.). Sanders, an independent, 
caucuses with the Democrats. 
 

The renewal fight received an additional dose of drama with House Majority Leader 
Eric Cantor’s (R-Va.) surprise primary election defeat on June 10. Cantor favors 

reauthorizing Ex-Im, while his successor as Majority Leader, Rep. Kevin McCarthy 
(R-Calif.), opposes reauthorization.1 McCarthy voted in favor of the 2012 

reauthorization, but announced his opposition shortly after he won the vote to 
become Majority Leader. 
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Ex-Im opponents can win three ways. One is to delay. Without a reauthorization 
vote, the Ex-Im Bank’s charter automatically expires on September 30. At that point, 

the Bank would cease to exist. Its portfolio would move to the Treasury Department, 
and be gradually wound down over a period of several years. (Ex-Im’s longest-term 

financial product takes 18 years to mature.) The second way is to vote it down. The 
third way is for Congress to pass, and President Obama to sign, the Export-Import 

Bank Termination Act, sponsored by Rep. Amash and Sen. Lee.2  
 
The stage for this big political fight of 2014 was first set up on February 2, 1934, 

when President Franklin D. Roosevelt issued Executive Order 6581, creating the 
Export-Import Bank.3 Originally called the Export-Import Bank of Washington, its 

mission was to increase U.S. trade with the Soviet Union. The following month, 
FDR’s Executive Order 6638 created the Second Export-Import Bank of 

Washington, tasked to increase trade with Cuba (pre-Castro and pre-embargo).4 The 
two Ex-Im Banks merged in 1936 and became an independent agency with the 
passage of the Export-Import Bank Act of 1945.5  

 
For most of its history, the Export-Import Bank has directed most of its benefits to a 

handful of large, politically connected firms. In other words, its main function is to 
dispense corporate welfare. With more $37 billion in business in 2013 and a total 

portfolio near its statutory limit of $140 billion, Ex-Im is one of the federal 
government’s largest corporate welfare programs.6 President Obama wants to raise 
the cap to $160 billion with this year’s reauthorization.7 

 
This paper collects 10 reasons why the Export-Import Bank should be abolished by 

any of those three methods. 
 

1. Ex-Im Is Pro-Business, Not Pro-Market. The Ex-Im reauthorization vote 
provides the perfect litmus test for which members of Congress are pro-business and 

which are pro-market. The distinction is an important one. Pro-business policies are 

aimed at helping specific businesses. The General Motors bailout is a good example. 
Pro-market policies focus on maintaining an open and fair competitive market 

process, under which companies succeed or fail on their merits.8 
 

The Export-Import Bank is a classic example of pro-business policy that, while 
clearly helpful to certain businesses, is harmful to the competitive market process as a 

whole. Ex-Im is colloquially known as “Boeing’s Bank,” for good reason. In most 
years, Boeing accounts for more than 40 percent of the Ex-Im Bank’s business. Ex-
Im’s top 10 beneficiaries accounted for 76 percent of its business in 2013.9 

 
There is only so much investment capital to go around throughout the economy. 

Therefore, every time the Ex-Im Bank secures favorable terms for one of its 
beneficiaries, another company elsewhere has to pay more for financing, or may lose 

access to it entirely.  
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Worse, the Export-Import Bank’s politically directed financing decisions are not 
subject to market discipline. Over the years, Ex-Im has secured financing for 

companies such as Enron and Solyndra.10 It also has a policy of giving special 
treatment to politically favored sectors, such as renewable energy and other green 

industries. In fact, 10 percent of Ex-Im’s authorizations are required to go to 
renewable energy projects. Ex-Im has restrictions on financing “High-Carbon 

Intensity” projects.11 It also considers uneconomic factors, such as the race and 
gender of company executives12 and whether they are military veterans.13 
 

Another uneconomic factor is political access, which creates an additional 
deadweight loss by diverting activity and resources away from entrepreneurship and 

toward lobbying. 
 

2. Ex-Im Favors some Businesses while Hurting others. The Export-
Import Bank has given financing to more than 20 foreign airlines, many of them 
state-owned or state-supported, to buy Boeing jets. Air India, Korean Air, Ireland-

based Ryanair, and 14 other airlines each received more than $1 billion in financing 
during the period 2000-2013. Emirates Airlines saves as much as $20 million per 

plane purchased with Ex-Im financing, according to Congressional testimony by 
Delta Airlines CEO Richard Anderson.14 Air India, with Ex-Im’s help, was able to 

drive Delta out the Indian market entirely.15 
 
Ex-Im does not engage in much direct lending. Instead, it mostly guarantees loans 

taken out by companies from third-party banks. If an airline is unable or unwilling to 
pay back the third-party loan, Ex-Im will step in and repay it with taxpayer dollars. 

Ex-Im’s loan guarantees allow those airlines to secure extremely favorable interest 
rates, saving them a great deal of money. The quid pro quo, of course, is that the 

airlines buy planes from Boeing instead of Airbus or Embraer. 
 
Delta Airlines, which opposes the Export-Import Bank giving direct assistance to its 

foreign competitors, sued Ex-Im in 2011 and again in 2013, with Hawaiian Airlines 
and the Air Line Pilots Association joining as plaintiffs.16 Other domestic airlines 

probably have similar sentiments, but have been less vocal about it. Some politicians 
might argue that Delta and other aggrieved companies should receive their own 

subsidies to balance out Ex-Im’s favors for their foreign competitors. A better policy 
would be for government to neither help nor hinder. Good companies that satisfy 
their customers will win out in the end.  

 
Ex-Im’s activities do not just harm domestic companies. They also harm domestic 

workers. In 2005, General Electric used a $3 million Ex-Im grant to move one of its 
factories from Bloomington, Indiana, to Celaya, Mexico. “My taxes are paying to 

ship my job to Mexico,” quipped one of the 470 laid-off workers.17 
 
3. Ex-Im Favors Big Businesses over Small. Ex-Im touts that the vast 

majority of its lending activities go to smaller businesses. This is true by number of 

loans—in 2013, 2,160 out of 2,775 businesses receiving Ex-Im financing were small 
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businesses, a little more than 78 percent.18 But Ex-Im’s claim is completely off the 
mark by the more important metric of dollar value of loans. More than 80 percent of 

Ex-Im financing, measured in dollars, goes to big firms.19  
 

Ex-Im’s preferential treatment of bigger firms is in direct violation of its charter, 
which states: “[T]he Bank shall make available, from the aggregate loan, guarantee, 

and insurance authority available to it, an amount to finance exports directly by 
small business concerns … which shall be not less than 20 percent of such authority 
for each fiscal year.”20 

 
Small businesses’ share of Ex-Im financing failed to meet that 20 percent threshold in 

2011 (18.45 percent), 2012 (17.11 percent), and 2013 (18.96 percent).  Ex-Im 
Inspector General Osvaldo Luis Gratacos, in testiomny before the House Committee 

on Financial Services in 2013, admitted: “Ex-Im Bank has increased the amount of 
money going to small business transactions, but has not met the 20 percent 
threshold.”21 Also worth noting is that Ex-Im’s definition of small businesses covers 

firms with up to 1,500 employees. 
 

4. Ex-Im Invites Corruption. When government has a lot of money and power, 
it is natural for people to curry its favor. It is just as natural for those wielding money 

and power to use it for personal gain. The Export-Import Bank provides numerous 
real-world examples of this human frailty. On June 23, The Wall Street Journal 

reported that four Ex-Im employees have been removed or suspended in recent 
months, “amid investigations into allegations of gifts and kickbacks.”22 
 

Former Ex-Im employee Johnny Gutierrez allegedly accepted cash payments from 
an executive of Impex Associates, a Florida-based construction equipment 

manufacturer that has received Ex-Im financing on multiple occasions. The other 
cases involve two “allegations of improperly awarding contracts to help run the 

agency,” and another employee who accepted gifts from an Ex-Im suitor. A 
spokesman responded to the allegations by drily noting, “[T]he Export-Import Bank 
takes extremely seriously its commitment to taxpayers and its mission to support 

U.S. jobs.”23 
 

These are not isolated incidents. In 2010, Bloomberg News reported that Exxon 
Mobil Corp. paid for nearly $100,000 of travel expenses for Ex-Im employees to 

locations including London, the South Pacific, and Tokyo.24 Exxon Mobil was 
seeking $3 billion in financing from Ex-Im at the time, and received it 11 months 
later. The Heritage Foundation’s Diane Katz found that 74 potential cases of fraud 

have occurred since April 2009.25 For an agency with only 400 employees, this is a 
very serious problem. 

 
These corruption allegations offer another reason to end the Export-Import Bank. 

With Ex-Im gone, its beneficiaries would spend less time wooing government 
officials and more time actually creating value for consumers.  
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5. Ex-Im’s Dual Mandate Contradicts Itself. One plank of the Export-Import 
Bank’s mission is to give financing to companies that might not be able to get it 

otherwise. But Ex-Im is also supposed to keep risk in check by only making or 
backing loans with a high likelihood of being paid back. Both planks sound 

reasonable on their own, but in practice they contradict each other. If the private 
sector is unwilling to lend to a company, it is probably because banks do not expect 

to get their money back.  
 
Prudence dictates that Ex-Im also stay away from such risky investments, despite its 

mandate to provide financing where the private sector will not. Moreover, a 
company that looks like a solid investment, with very little risk of default, would 

meet Ex-Im’s risk management criteria, but it would also have very little trouble 
securing private sector financing. 

 
6. Ex-Im Perpetuates Discredited Mercantilist Economics. Many people 
believe U.S. companies should export as much as possible, and buy imports only 

when necessary. Adam Smith called this balance-of-trade obsession “mercantilism,” 
and he spent hundreds of pages debunking it in The Wealth of Nations, noting that “in 

the mercantile system, the interest of the consumer is almost constantly sacrificed to 
that of the producer.”26 Right now, the U.S. runs a current account deficit, popularly 

called the trade deficit, of $47.2 billion.27 Trade balancers—today’s modern 
mercantilists—would rather see a current account surplus. A major part of Ex-Im’s 
mission is to move the trade balance in a more mercantilist direction. 

 
There is an easier way to shift America’s balance of trade toward exports, without 

need for the Ex-Im Bank.28 First, fill a container ship with American-made goods. If 
the goods are expensive and compact enough, a single ship could easily hold billions 

of dollars of cargo. When the ship is completely full, send it out to sea. Once it leaves 
U.S. territorial waters, the goods count as exports in official statistics. Before the ship 
reaches port overseas, the crew sinks the vessel (and escape safely, of course). As far 

as U.S. trade balance statistics are concerned, the best place for all those goods is on 
the ocean floor, because that way they cannot be exchanged for imports.  

 
Now suppose a foreign country adopts a similar balance-of-trade scheme, but instead 

of sinking their goods-laden ship, it allows it to reach port in the U.S. The ship’s crew 
then leave the goods on the dock, free for the taking, and return home empty-
handed. That way, the foreign ship does not import anything back home, which 

would ruin its home country’s balance of trade statistics. The result for U.S. 
consumers is a bunch of free stuff. Even if this disadvantages U.S. businesses that 

make similar goods, the American people are undeniably better off. 
 

These stories illustrate a simple truth: Exports are the price we pay for imports. Exports 

are a good thing when the person or company doing the exporting gets something in 

exchange that it values more highly than what it gives up.29 The Export-Import Bank, 
by artificially increasing exports, is not making sure its beneficiaries are making 
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worthwhile exchanges or that U.S. consumers have access to all the goods they 
would like. 

 
Other U.S. government policies make it artificially difficult for companies to export, 

including the highest corporate tax rate among OECD countries and derivative rules 
from the 2010 Dodd-Frank financial regulation bill. If increasing exports is one of the 

federal government’s policy goals, it should remove these barriers rather than try to 
offset them with other interventions such as Ex-Im. Supporting deregulation and 
opposing corporate welfare, it turns out, are two sides of the same coin. 

 

7. Ex-Im Subsidizes Banks. The United States, along with many other 

countries, is adopting the Basel III capital standards for banks.30 The Basel standards 
are complicated, and require different levels of capital financing (stock ownership) 

for different kinds of assets. The general rule is that riskier investments are required 
to be financed with a higher proportion of capital. Less risky assets have lower 
capital standards. In other words, the required mix of liabilities—owners’ equity and 

borrowing—used to finance assets changes with the expected risk of those assets. 
  

Since the Basel standards were written by governments with some help from the 
world’s major banks, they give favorable treatment to government debt held by 

banks. In fact, the risk-weighted capital requirement for U.S. government debt or 
U.S. government-backed debt is zero.31 This gives banks an incentive to invest in 
more government debt and government-backed securities than they would without 

this preferential treatment. By investing in government-backed debt, banks can 
artificially increase their return on equity. 

  
Enter Ex-Im. If a bank makes a loan to a foreign firm to buy U.S. products, Ex-Im 

can guarantee that debt. The full faith and credit of the U.S. government attaches to 
Ex-Im guarantees, eliminating any commercial or other risk the bank has taken on. 
Courtesy of Ex-Im, the bank now holds a risk-free asset with a greater return than 

other risk-free assets. In addition, the Basel rules let the bank be funded with less 
capital because of the government’s support for the Ex-Im-backed loan. That lets the 

bank generate higher profits relative to its stock, artificially boosting bank owner 
profits by putting taxpayers on the hook if the loans go bad. 

 

8. “Other Governments Do It” Doesn’t Make It Right. One justification for 
Ex-Im is that its activities offset unfair advantages that other governments give to 

their domestic industries—a fallacy economist Joan Robinson refuted thusly: “Even 
if your trading partner dumps rocks into his harbor to obstruct arriving cargo ships, 

you do not make yourself better off by dumping rocks into your own harbor.”32 
 
Other countries are taking money away from their taxpayers and giving them to 

businesses, which then export their goods to the U.S. more cheaply. Depending on a 
country’s circumstances, this often amounts to a gift from the global poor to rich 

U.S. consumers, who benefit from artificially cheap goods. This regressive income 
transfer scheme may not be wise policy on the part of developing countries, but it is a 
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gift to us just the same. Yet, the U.S. government insists on reciprocating with 
similarly misguided policies of its own.33 

 

9. Ex-Im Is a Rent-Seeking Operation. In economics, an above-normal profit 

is called a rent. Rents can be gained honestly through innovation or sound business 
practices, or dishonestly. Rent-seeking is using government to gain rents through 

subsidies, regulations, barriers to entry, and other dishonest means.34 The Export-
Import Bank is one such method. If Ex-Im beneficiaries want government handouts, 
it would be far more efficient for the government to simply give them cash. Such a 

policy would not distort financial markets and international business decisions. But a 
naked cash grab would strike voters as unseemly.  

 
To illustrate, the late economist Gordon Tullock devised the Tullock Economic 

Development Plan. It “involves placing a dollar of additional tax on each income tax 
form in the United States and paying the resulting funds to Tullock, whose economy 
would develop rapidly. Most would agree that politically this measure, regardless of 

its desirability, has not the slightest chance of going through.”35 
 

For such a scheme to be politically viable, it needs a cover story that can be sold to 
the public. The Export-Import Bank is just such a cover story. An official logo, 

sophisticated-sounding economic rhetoric, and appeals to American jobs and 
patriotism are designed to make people feel good about the special favors Ex-Im 
performs for businesses.36 The trouble is that cover stories such as Ex-Im cause real 

harm. Capital-needy startups have a harder time finding financing because Ex-Im 
uses up capital that could go to them instead. Established companies like Delta 

Airlines are harmed by Ex-Im’s subsidies to its foreign competitors.  
 

Cover stories are also inefficient. Paying staff salaries and renting office space are far 
more expensive than simply cutting checks to Ex-Im beneficiaries. The result is that 
resources which could have instead been put to other uses become a deadweight loss.  

 

10. Ex-Im Loses Money. The Export-Import bank claims to make an annual 

profit of roughly $1 billion per year.37 But a recent Congressional Budget Office 
(CBO) report finds the Bank actually runs at a loss.38 The reason for the difference is 
that Ex-Im uses accounting standards to make its activities look as favorable as 

possible. 
 

In estimating the present value of its portfolio, Ex-Im uses Federal Credit Reporting 
Act standards, which use a discount rate equal to the yield of U.S. Treasury bonds. 

Treasury bonds are backed by the full faith and credit of the U.S. government, so 
markets treat them as essentially riskless. As a result, they have a very low interest 
rate. Other investments, whether stocks, bonds, or Ex-Im’s own financial products, 

tend to have higher yields than Treasury bonds. Because its portfolio outperforms 
Treasury bonds as an investment opportunity, Ex-Im claims to make money for the 

government. What this really tells us is that the Bank succeeds in jumping over the 
lowest of all possible hurdles. 
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Ex-Im’s portfolio does not perform nearly as well under more widely used fair-value 
accounting standards, the dominant standard for both the private sector and many 

government agencies. Fair-value accounting, which uses discount rates set by market 
values to account for risk, gives a more accurate picture of how risky Ex-Im’s 

portfolio truly is, and how it performs compared to similar alternative investments. 
By this standard, CBO estimates that Ex-Im will lose the government about $2 

billion over the period 2015-2024, instead of gaining it $14 billion.  
 
Even if Ex-Im were to turn a profit, that would indicate that the private sector can 

handle Ex-Im’s export financing work.  
 

Moreover, Ex-Im’s financial decisions are politically directed, so any profits come 
with outsized opportunity costs. If the next Google or Facebook is denied financing 

because Ex-Im used the capital instead, the Treasury could potentially lose out on a 
large amount of tax revenue those companies would generate in a more free market 
setting. Arguing that Ex-Im more than covers its costs does not mean that its 

activities are revenue-maximizing. Consumers, rarely mentioned in the Ex-Im 
debate, would also lose out on the value such a company could create for them. 

 

Conclusion. The Export-Import Bank should be closed as soon as possible. This 

can happen by letting Ex-Im’s charter expire on September 30, by actively voting 
against reauthorizing the charter, or by passing the Export-Import Bank Termination 
Act. Whichever course of action lawmakers take, the outcome will be welcome.  

 
Ex-Im helps some businesses at the cost of hurting other businesses. It has a 

longstanding problem with fraud and corruption. The Bank’s dual mandate is self-
contradictory, making it impossible for it to fulfill its mission. Ex-Im favors big 

businesses over small businesses in a way that violates its charter. It operates along 
economic ideas that were debunked two centuries ago. Ex-Im subsidizes banks. It is 
a bad policy intended, at least in part, to counter other countries’ similarly bad 

policies. It enables billions of dollars of unfair corporate rent-seeking. Finally, Ex-
Im’s claim that it makes a profit is false.  

 
Businesses and consumers are better served by pro-market policies. Politics should be 

left out of financial decisions. Investors would get higher returns, and deserving 
companies would have easier access to capital. Consumers would be the ultimate 
beneficiaries of a financial system that rewards value creation over political 

connections. 
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